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From the
Chief Executive Officer
Hi All,
Welcome to our Summer and final edition for the year of 2021. There have been so many exciting things happening this year,
we have two new Board Members joining the team and we have finally finished the two new supported houses. I would like to
thank everybody that attended our opening with the Hon Darren Chester and Danny Obrien, the day went extremely well and
we all had a great time chatting and looking through the new buildings. We are currently scouting for more staff to come on
board to work in the houses supporting participants to be as independent as they can be and to support them with their
personal needs. If you know anybody that would be suited to this work, please let them know to enquire now or apply through
our website, there are multiple positions available.
There has been a noticeable change in the levels of mental health and anxieties over the past couple of years everywhere we
go. Covid has changed our lives probably forever, and this is something that we all need to get used to as we navigate to get
some sort of normal back into our lives. This can also be true for our participants and employees at Mirridong. The effects of
being isolated in a small town and not having the ability to do the things we used to do and possibly took for granted have
definitely been highlighted to us all. Our normal used to be going on weekends away or as simple as going swimming or
bowling, but also those interstate holidays we used to do let alone the overseas holidays that
more people than we realise have missed out on over the last couple of years. I think we are
all starting to feel like an overseas holiday is driving over the bridges as we leave Yarram to go
to Traralgon or Sale. It’s so nice to have so many restrictions lifted for the Christmas holidays,
so I would like to say to you all, stay safe, enjoy your time away if you get the chance and
come back refreshed and ready to do it all again.
I would like to say goodbye to the wonderful Wendy Davidson, she is retiring on the 31 st
December and has worked for Mirridong for nearly 8 years, supporting our participants in
their homes. Thankyou Wendy and good luck in your retirement.

Doreen Milne

Arrivals and Departures Lounge
The Residential team have received two new arrivals over the last term:
Veronica Porter has joined us at the beginning of October starting out in Curry House. Veronica brings with her
years of experience in Aged Care having previously worked with YDHS at Crosley House. Prior to starting with
Mirridong, Veronica gained experience in supporting NDIS participants with community outings.
Another addition to the Curry House team is Joe O’Halloran. Joe joined us in mid November and is new to the
Disability Services industry. Joe has previously worked for the local Australia Post branch delivering parcels; so even
if he doesn’t know your face, your name will probably still be familiar to him.
The Residential team farewell Wendy Davidson at the end of December. Wendy has been supporting residents in
Curry House and Lawler Street for just under eight years. Thank you Wendy your dedication and the way that you
have caringly supported the residents in their daily lives.
Sadly the Victorian State Government’s introduction of mandatory Covid vaccinations resulted in four staff
members being stood down, each from a different team. We are uncertain as to if they will be returning.
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A bit of Summer Humour

Q: What is faster, heat or cold?
A: Heat; because you can catch a cold!

Q: What did the reporter say to the ice cream?
A: What’s the scoop?

Q: What did the cloud say to the lightening bolt?
A: You’re shocking.

Q: What did the beach say to the tide when it came in?
A: Long time, no sea.

Q: How do you know that the ocean is friendly?
A: It waves!

Q: Why do fish swim in saltwater?
A: Because pepper makes them sneeze!

In

a Catholic school cafeteria, a nun places a note in front of a pile of apples, "Only take one. God is
watching." Further down the line is a pile of cookies. A little boy makes his own note, "Take all you want.
God is watching the apples.

Musical
Dress Up
Musical Dress Up is a cross between
musical chairs and pass the parcel
except, instead of a parcel there is a
ball. Everyone sits on a chair with a
box of dress up items in the centre.
Everyone passes the ball around the
circle and if the music stops and the
ball is in your hand then you have to
grab an item of clothing and put it
on. This game can be an entertaining
fun for all ages!
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Day Service Activities
Pet Care
This term we have a new program called
Pet Care. It is an amazing opportunity for
our clients to take care of a variety of
different animals. We got to hang out
with goats, horses, ducks, dogs and cats.
The clients were absolutely over the
moon to spend time with different animals. We washed dogs, brushed them,
walked them and cleaned up after the
animals which everyone was very happy
to do so as this is an important part of
pet care. Everyone is looking forward to
continuing the program next year.

Teresa, Axelle, Debbie and Kevin take care of Evie & Scotty

Thursday Morning Cooking
This term each Thursday morning Mandy and Fionna have enjoyed
working together to produce their lunch for that day. Fionna and Mandy
have planned a menu and grocery list offering opportunity for
discussions on healthy food choices.

Debbie and Kevin Wash Evie

Mandy
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Mandy and Fionna have sourced their fresh salad produce from our
Mirridong vegetable garden, producing good conversations on growing
and enjoying your own food. Throughout Term 4 the ladies have improved on skills such as measuring, following a method, safely handling
kitchen equipment, cleaning up and putting things away, enhancing
conversations and friendship while gaining a sense of accomplishment.

Fionna

Day Service Activities

Thursday
Lunch Cooking

During Thursday mornings of term
four, Apex house hosted staff and
participants for Cooking group. Mirridong staff Peter and Matt led clients
Min, Anita, Steven and Kevin in planning, preparing, cooking and eating
their own lunch. Using a discussed
budget, clients decided on their own
recipes, accompanied staff to supermarket for groceries, under superviSteven, Mand and Anita
sion peeled, chopped, cut, mixed and
cooked ingredients, before sitting
down to eat their creations. Some of the meals clients made were Sausage rolls, Peri Peri chicken, Chorizo and
tomato risotto, Spaghetti Bolognese and garlic bread, Souvlakis, and Hamburgers. Much fun was had with plenty
of heat in the kitchen given all the laughter following Min’s
many instances of humor and Steve’s burping. The group also
looked the part when a request was put out for aprons. Rosie
designed and tailored each apron to suit whilst seamstress Jade
put them together with her skilled sewing. The cooking group
should be proud of their efforts and achievements this term,
utilize these skills at home and look forward to enhancing them
in future Mirridong cooking programs during 2022.

Custom made aprons.
Back: Support Workers - Peter and Matt
Front: Anita, Steven and Min

10-pin Bowling
(Sometimes)
Due to Covid restrictions and clients being
unable to attend Morwell Ten Pins the group
has taken the opportunity to explore our local
area. Our trips have included visiting
Inverloch, Meeniyan, Foster, Seaspray and
Yarram & District. Often we don’t see what is
in our own backyard, Covid lockdowns have
made us think outside the box when looking
for alternative ideas when bowling was not
available. As of the end of November we have
been able to resume our bowling program
which all are enjoying after the break.

Residential Opening
After two years of planning and construction Mirridong
officially opened the Sustainable Supported Living for Disability Participants in December 2021. These two new homes will
provide Supported Independent Living for seven NDIS
participants.

transferring of participants with limited mobility easier.
There is still a lot of planning to be undertaken prior to participants moving in, however it is anticipated that these houses
will start to feel life inside them at the beginning of February
2022.

The Hon. Darren Chester was invited to officially open the
new residences. Changes to the Covid restrictions just days
before the opening meant that everyone was allowed inside
the houses to enjoy morning tea and face masks were not
required in this setting.
A long list of notable guests from the day included: Danny
O’Brien MLA, Current Wellington Shire Councilors: Marcus
McKenzie, Gayle Maher, and Garry Stephens, previous Wellington Shire Councilors: Darren McCubbin and Jeff Amos,

Enjoying the morning tea.
Wellington Shire Deputy Mayor Marcus McKenzie and
his wife Cherrie enjoy the morning tea inside the dining
room of Unit 4.

Mirridong participants.
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Fionna Cross and Debbie McDonald soak up the atmosphere in the new space living area under the watch of
the lion ‘house guard’.

architect Colin Brown from CABA Design, current and past
Mirridong Board Members and a number of participant parents who have been involved from the start - see picture
right. Also in attendance was the majority of current Day
Service participants and staff.
A Federal Government grant was applied for in late 2018
and after making a successful grant application Mirridong
was provided with $2.32 million to build the new facilities.
Each bedroom suite in these generous houses has an ensuite and enough room for a bed and lounge chair, while
one bedroom in each house has a ceiling hoist to make

Involved from the start.
18th December—Painted client bedroom

Rear row: Hon. Darren Chester, Marie Pretty, Lorraine
and Jim Lowe.
Front row: Ray and Hazel Campbell, and Olga Wigg

Cutting the ribbon.

17th September - Plastering completed
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Rear row: Axelle Audrians and Doreen Milne (CEO).
Front Row: Danny O’Brien MLA, Kyle Fear, James
21st December
- Kitchen
installed
and painted
Tymensen,
Hon. Darren
Chester
and Kevin
Heggen
(Mirridong Board Chair)

Apex House Christmas Lights

The Mirridong crew have put in a wonderful effort in creating an inviting and warm
Christmas display at Apex House this year.
Right - An outdoor Christmas wonderland
featuring a Christmas tree, snow and a
variety of Australian animals and some
reindeer.

Left - The indoor Christmas setting of a
cosey lounge room with a recliner and
Christmas tree on each side of a
fireplace.

Mirridong Board Members
With the Annual General Meeting having taken place in October, now seems like a good time to introduce our
two new board members.

Kevin Mackin
Kevin brings a strong corporate marketing and communication skill set to our
board. He has worked in senior marketing management roles in Australia
and Asia Pacific at IBM, Cisco and Webex and spent a number of years in
global marketing roles in Silicon Valley USA for Compaq/HP. Kevin is
community focused and volunteers as a Justice of the Peace – he is currently
Company Secretary of the Royal Victorian Association of Honorary Justices
and is a member of the Yarram Rotary team.

Felicia Cousins
Felicia brings a wealth of knowledge to the Mirridong Board with over 30
years of experience in the disability industry, a variety of skills in leadership,
organizational redesign, change management, project management, plus a
Master of Management (strategic foresight) and a Master of Business
Administration. Felicia is a relatively new resident to Yarram, however her
career is rooted in Melbourne where she is currently the Executive Director
of Industry, Information and Coordination for the State Government
Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions.

14th
De-
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Thankyou Courthouse Volunteers

The Yarram Courthouse Visitor Information Centre Volunteers are pictured above at the Christmas
lunch held to say Thank You for their continued support. Pictured Sunday 19th December 2021.

Birthdays

January

February

March

2nd - Taleah

6th - Min

3rd - Mary

12th - Glenice

9th - Sally

12th - Jordan

16th - Julie C

9th - Christine M

14th - Steven F

17th - Bec S

15th - Leanne

20th - Amy

24th - Linda

16th - Kevin
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